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FORMAL

LETTERS

VS

INFORMAL

LETTERS



INFORMAL 
LETTERS



FORMAL

LETTERS



DON’T FORGET

» Letters should be clear and straightforward, 

concise and to the point.

» All letters should have an introduction, body and 

conclusion.

» Slang is inappropriate in ALL letters.

» NO contractions, abbreviations and acronyms.

» Unsubstantiated accusations, threats, emotional 

language, sarcasm does not belong in ANY letter.

» Avoid repetition of words, expressions and the 

way sentences are started.

» Do not go for obvious/average interpretation of a 

topic, but at the same time it should stay credible.

» Don’t choose a topic if you don’t know much 

about it.

» NO foul language.



IT’S TIME 

FOR AN 

ACTIVITY

FORMAL 

VS 

INFORMAL 

LANGUAGE



COMPLETE THE TABLE

9 large quantities of, a number of

10 totally

11 really, very

12 children

13 negative

14 good

15 really big 

16 correct

17 incorrect

18 smart

19 cheap

20 rich

21 In the interim

22 I think

23 In the end,

24 In conclusion,

25 To summarize,

26 Plus/Also

27 However

28 So

29 In addition, Additionally

30 show

31 find out

32 bring about

Informal Formal
1 Hi Robert, Dear Sir or Madam

2 Just wanted to let you know…

3 Yours sincerely, Yours faithfully,

4 Okay, OK

5 Hope to hear from you soon

6 Please do not hesitate to contact me

7 All right

8 lots of/ a lot of



Informal Formal

1 Hi Robert, Dear Sir or Madam

2 Just wanted to let you know… I am writing to inform you…

3 Love, Yours sincerely, Yours faithfully,

4 Okay, OK acceptable

5 Hope to hear from you soon I look forward to hearing from you

6 You can call me if you need anything Please do not hesitate to contact me

7 All right Acceptable

8 lots of/ a lot of much, many

ANSWER SHEET

9 tons of, heaps of large quantities of, a number of

10 totally completely, strongly

11 really, very definitely

12 kids children

13 bad negative

14 good positive

15 really big considerable

16 right correct

17 wrong incorrect

18 smart intelligent

19 cheap inexpensive

20 loaded rich

21 In the meantime In the interim

22 I think In my opinion,

23 In the end, Finally

24 To sum up In conclusion,

25 Basically To summarize,

26 Plus/Also Moreover/ Furthermore

27 But However

28 So Therefore/Thus

29 Also In addition, Additionally

30 show demonstrate, illustrate, portray

31 find out discover

32 bring about cause



INFORMAL 
LETTER

EXAMPLES



Nr Name Street

Town

Postal code (4 digits)

Day Month Year

Name written UNDER

Closing greeting

No punctuation

Only capitalization

4 May 2020

Letter to a friend or 

family member

Letter of sympathy

Letter of complaint 

– neighbour

Letter of 

Congratulation / 

Apology







IT’S TIME 

FOR AN 

ACTIVITY



FORMAL 
LETTER

EXAMPLES



LETTER TO

THE EDITOR /

PRESS

LETTER OF

COMPLAINTLETTER OF

APPLICATION

Your address plus the date. (Right side)

Skip a line. 

The name of the person you are writing to and their address. (Left side)

Skip a line 

Then address them (“Dear Sir/ Madam/ 

Skip a line 

Subject line (What letter is about in a short clear sentence)

Skip a line. 

Introduction (Why you are writing the letter to them) Skip a line. 

Body (Give intricate details of the problem/ reasons for writing the letter) 

Skip a line. 

Conclusion (Wrap up your points /say what you would like from the 

company/ person) 

Skip a line. 

Sincerely (or something else) 

Signature

Initials and surname

Please note that the format is the same for 

all formal letters: 





LETTER OF 
COMPLAINT



PARAGRAPH 1: Reason for letter

PARAGRAPH 2: Possible causes /

consequences due to the issue

PARAGRAPH 3: Possible resolutions

to the issue



IT’S TIME 

FOR AN 

ACTIVITY



LETTER TO THE 
EDITOR / PRESS





IT’S TIME 

FOR AN 

ACTIVITY



LETTER OF 
APPLICATION

The letter of application, also known as a cover letter, explains 

to the employer why you are qualified for the position in which 

you are applying and why you should be selected for an 

interview. 

A letter of application should complement, not duplicate, your 

CV. 

Its purpose is to interpret the CV and add a personal touch. 

The letter of application is often your earliest written contact 

with a potential employer, creating a critical first impression. 

That first glance at your letter of application is your one 

opportunity to make a good impression and make it to the 

next round in the search process. 

In order to pass that first round of screening, you must 

specifically address the job posting and state why you are 

qualified for the position.

This way, the search committee can see briefly, why and how 

you’re qualified for the job. 

The letter of application responds to a known job opening and 

should express a high level of interest and knowledge about 

the position.

Effective letters of application explain the reasons for your 

interest in the specific job position and identify your most 

relevant skills or experiences. 





KEEP IN MIND THAT THESE 

LETTERS CAN EITHER BE 

WRITTEN AS AN INFORMAL 

OR FORMAL LETTER



CHECKLIST


